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In this report, we proposed a distance-related unit association m訟 imumentropy 
(DUAME) language modeling. In comparison with conventional N-gram modeling, 

some major characteristics of DU AME modeling are: 1). Instead of longer N-gram, 
it can simulate an event (unit subsequence) using the exponential co-occurrence 

of full distance unit association (UA) features. Thus, it is functional comparable 
to higher order N-gram, 2). DUAME modeling can smooth the distribution of an 

partially unobserved event with the exponential co-occurrence of decreasing U A fea-
tures. It is more accurate to predict this part of events compared to conventional 
backo:ff or interpolation smoothing in N-gram modeling, 3). Because all UA features 

in DU AME model are relevant to only two units, it takes much less memory require-

ment for storing feature parameters and it is more available in terms of memory to 

exploit longer distance language correlations compared to longer order N-gram fea-
tures. Preliminary experimental results have shown that DU AME modeling is very 

useful for improving the current N-gram language modeling in speech recognition. 
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1 Introduction 1 

1 Introduction 

Language modeling is an important component of automatic speech recognition. Currently, 
N-gram modeling [1] has become the dominant approach to language modeling, because it 
can be used to predict a possible succeeding language unit by utilizing only a few immediate 
preceding units. It can also be well integrated in real speech recognition. Based on advanced 
studies on language modeling, traditional N-gram has been refined and been improved con-
tinually [3] [5] [8] [15]. However, because of the limitation of classical Markov theory, it is 
inflexible to incorporate more types of potential language features because of the limitation 
of the classical Markov theory. Furthermore, it is infeasible in terms of memory to exploit 

longer distance language correlations. 
Maximum entropy (ME) approach is an available modeling approach for combining var-

ious language constraints [14] [10] [13] [11] [6] [12] [19]. Under the ME framework, each 
group of knowledge sources is regarded as a set of features and a correspondence can be made 
to a set of probability functions. ME solution is to pursue the function which has the highest 
entropy. ME thus allows integration of various different knowledge sources, each retaining 
their special feature representation, into a uniform framework. 

In this report, we present an independent distance related unit association maximum en-
tropy language modeling approach. We call it DUAME modeling for short. In comparison 
with N-gram modeling, DUAME modeling have many prospective advantages such as func-
tional comparable to higher order N-gram, more accurate prediction for partially unobserved 

event, much less memory requirement, more available in terms of memory to exploit longer 
distance language correlations and more feasible to integrate with other types of language 
features or language modeling approaches under maximum entropy framework. Some exper-

imental results have shown that DUAME modeling is very helpful for improving the current 
N-gram language modeling in speech recognition. 
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2.1 

Distance-related Unit Association Maximum Entropy (DU-

AME) Language Modeling 

Principle of Maximum Entropy Modeling 

Based on a given language sequence S =< xい…りら>,we can define the followings. 

Definition I: an event < Hゎ町>is a contextual window Hi=< Xi-n+I, …, Xi-I> 
succeeding the current unit吐

All such events constitute the event space£< H, x >. For a special language corpus, 

events appearing in the corpus are called observed events, and the others can be classified 
into the unobserved event set. 

Definition II: a feature g(hゎ叩） is a kind of global or local description 

for some events with the attribute set < g(hゎ叩）， ai,mゎai>. 

where, g(hi, 叩） is an indicator of the feature, hi is a subset of the context under contextual 
window Hゎ叩 isthe current language unit, ai is its target expectation, correspondingly, mi 
refers to its feature expectation, and ai = e入iis an exponential feature factor related to the 
probability of the feature. A feature set g can be extracted from the observed event set. 

Based on the above definitions of event and feature, an exponential probability distribu-
tion can be used to evaluate the language sequence. 

z 

m*(S) = argmaxmEM IT m(xilHi)-
i=l 

(1) 

where, 

m(叫Hi)=
r(Hiぷ）
Z(Hi) 

is an exponential probability given context Hか

k k 

r(Hi・ぷ） = Il e入，9t(h;,x;)= II 碕t(h;,x;)

t=l t=l 

is the multiplication of feature factors activated in event < Hiぶ＞，

and 

Z(Hi) = I: r(H心）
xEV 

is used for normalization. 

For each feature g(hゎ叩）， thereis a corresponding exponential expectation 

m(h心） = I: p(Hi) * m(吋Hi)
H心h;

(2) 

where p(Hi) is the observed probability of context H; in the training set. We can assume 
that this feature expectation will be approximated to its target expectation 

(3) 

It has been shown [2][11] that the optimal maximum likelihood exponential model m*(S) 
is identical to the maximum entropy model 

m(h心） ~E(p(hi,Xi))= a(hiぷ）．
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p*(S) = argmaxpE?-l - L p(Hゎ叫Iogp(Hゎ叩）．
<H; ぷ＞

(4) 

Therefore, the maximum entropy distribution p*(S) can be replaced with the maximum 
likelihood exponential distribution m*(S) to estimate and evaluate the maximum entropy of 
a language sequence. 

2.2 General Expression of DUAME modeling 

The basic principle of DUAME modeling was introduced in (17] and [18]. In DUAME mod-
eling, a feature is defined as a distance related unit association. 

Definition III: A distance-related unit association feature is a span dis-

tance unit pair (h, x) with the attribute< gd(h, x), ad(h,x), md(h,x), ad(h, x) >. 

Here h denotes a contextual unit within a limited window, 

xis the current unit (class,word, or phrase), 

d refers to the distance between h and x, ad(h, x) denotes the target expectation of feature 

釦(h,x), 
叩 (h,x) is its feature expectation, 

and叩 (h,x)= e心(h,x)is an exponential factor of feature gd(h, x). 

Based on this definition, a general expression of distance-related unit association maxi-
mum entropy modeling can be written as follows. 

For a given unit sequence S =< x1, 砂，…，叩>and contextual window n, 

z 

m:-duame(S) = argmaXmEMIT m(xilhn, ... , h1), 
i=l 

and with event < hn, …, h1,x >, 

m(xlhn, …, h1) = = 
r(hn, …, h1,x) TI知 O!j(hj'X)幻(hj,x)

Z(hn, …, h1) とxtEVr(加，…，h1,叫）

(5) 

(6) 

Here, 

m(xlhn, ... , h1) 

is an exponential probability given context < hn, …, h1 >, 

n 

r(hn, …, h1,x) = II叫hゎぉ）幻(hj,x)
j=:l 

is the summation of exponential feature factors activated in event < hn, …,hぃX>, 
and 

Z(hn, …, h1) = L r(hn, …,h凸）
XtEV 

is for normalization. 
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2.3 Major Characteristics of DUAME Modeling 

In comparison with conventional N-gram modeling, DU AME language modeling has following 

maJor 

1. Functional comparable to higher order N-gram: 

Instead of conventional N-gram, DUAME modeling can model N-gram event with the 
exponential co-occurrence of full distance unit association (UA) features. Thus, it is 

functional comparable to higher order N-gram modeling. 

2. More Accurate Prediction: 
DU AME modeling can smooth the distribution of an partially unobserved event with 
the exponential co-occurrence of decreasing UA features. It is more accurate to predict 
this part of events compared to conventional backoff or interpolation smoothing in 

N-gram modeling. 

3. Much less memory cost compared to the corresponding order N-gram: 
For the distance-n DUAME model, the possible memory requirement is less than 

O(vn + n X戸+V). Here, V is denoted as the vocabulary size, and n is the length 
of the contextual window. Correspondingly, an identical order N-gram takes an order 

of yn+l memory. Therefore, the DUAME model requires far less memory than the 
N-gram model. 

4. Be feasible to be extended to longer history event: 

Because all UA features in DUAME are relevant to only two units, it is more feasible 

in terms of memory to exploit longer distance language correlations compared to longer 
order N-gram features. 

5. Be available to be integrated with different types features: 
A DU AME model can be estimated by maximum entropy approach, it is more available 

to integrate with other types of language features or language modeling approaches 
under uniform ME framework. 

2.4 Estimation of DUAME model 

As in conventional maximum entropy modeling, the DUAME model can be trained with an 

improved generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm (see Algorithm I). 
Two criteria can be used to verify convergence of the DUAME model. One is standard 

perplexity (Figure 1) 

PP= exp―炉lnP(S). (7) 

The other one is Kullback-Leibler divergence (minimum discrimination information). 

(Figure 2) 

D(allm) = I: 叫h,x)log(
叫h,x)

g;(h, 缶）
叫 (h,x). ） (8) 

This criterion is employed to verify holistic discrimination between target expectation 

叫h,x) and feature expectation mi(h, x) over all features. Theoretically, its value should be 
approximated to O with convergence. 
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Because the number of activated features for the event is inconstant in DU AME model, 
the increment of each feature must be computed numerically for ensuring convergence mono-
tonically. An effective way of doing this is by simplified Newton method (Algorithm II). 
With an appropriate initialized value (3。andsuitable attention paid to the function f ((3) , 
the increment (3 can be gotten by the solution of equation f ((3) = 0 iteratively. 

Input: 

contextual window length: n, 

the number of units: m, 

contexts: H1, …，Hz, 

UA features: g = g1, …, 9k, 
initialized feature parameters: aい…，ak'

and target expectation of UA features: aい…，ak

Output: 

feature parameters a1, …，ak 

normalized context factors Z(H1), ... , Z(Hz) 

Algorithm: 

0: Initialization: for i = 1 to k [ai = 1] 
1: Until convergence 

2: Initializing feature expectation: for i = 1 to k [mi = OJ 

3: for i = 1 to z 

4: for j = 1 to m 

5: checking # of activated features in the event and 

6 : computmg event expectat1011 

m(H心） = P(Hi)立国Z(H;) 

7: for each activated feature gz, accumulating 

feature expectation m紅#+ = m(Hi, x j) 

8: for i = 1 to k 

9: solving increment佑frompolynomial equation 

四=1加，j(紐=ai 

10: t十1computmg feature gam: a- = a-・ ふ
11: return all feature parameters a 

Algorithm I: Improved GIS for DUAME Estimation 
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Distance-related Unit Association Maximum Entropy (DUAME} Language Modeling 

Input: 

J({J) = mふ＋．．．＋叫fJ1+ a for all mi 2: 0, 

where a refers to the target expectation of the feature. 

initial point fJo = 1 

Output: 

increment (J where J({J) = 0 

Algorithm: 

1:Initialization: {J = fJo 
2:Until lf(/3)1~f 

/3 =エ娼
4:return /3 

3: 

Algorithm II: Simplified Newton's Method for the solution of increment 

f3 
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Figure 1: Convergence of DUAME estimation with regard to perplexity 
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Figure 2: Convergence of DU AME estimation with regard to Kullback-Leibler divergence 
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3 Exp ernnents 

3.1 Experiments on DUAME Language Modeling 

Based on two corpora, the ATR travel arrangement task English (ATR-TAT) corpus [4] and 

the 1994 Wall Street Journal (WSJ'94) corpus (Table 1), we conducted experiments on the 
DUAME modeling. 

Table 1: Corpora 

Corpus 

Name I ATR-TAT WSJ 

Size I lM 
Style spoken 

lOM 

written 

Table 2: Feature extraction and selection 
unit association (U A 2 features 

cutoff dO UA dl UA d2 UA d3 UA 
ATR >0 8580 88752 117331 128822 
-TAT >2 24876 

>5 12596 12131 11184 
> 10 6337 6390 

WSJ >0 1332554 1933543 2154013 
>2 505862 
>5 26680 184314 
> 10 80008 

We compared the perplexities of the distance-2 and distance-3 DUAME model with the 

maximum likelihood (ML) 2-ram, 3-gram, and 4-gram. In the ATR-TAT corpus, the basic 

language unit was defined as the extended word obt叫nedwith the variable N-gram language 

modeling tool [7]. In the WSJ corpus, the basic language unit was the normal word. The 

perplexities for v紅 iousN-gram models were c叫culatedwith the CMU-Cambridge language 

modeling toolkit [9]. 

Table 3 shows that 2-DUAME models with both corpora resulted in substantial improve-

ment in 2-gram models and were comparable to corresponding 3-gram models in perplexity. 

However, we did not expect that the perplexities of both 3-DUAME and 4-gram would be a 

little higher than 2-DUAME and 3-gram, respectively. This could be due to sparse data as a 

result of an insufficient corpus. 

3.2 Recognition Improvement with Composite N-gram and DU  AME  mod-

eling 

Based on ATRSPREC spontaneous multilingual speech recognition system, we conducted 

recognition experiments with composite N-gram and DUAME models. 

The baseline language model in ATRSPREC is composite N-gram model. It has already 

been applied in ATR speech recognition system for a few years. In the previous version, 
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Table 3: Comparison of N-gram and N-DUAME in perplexity 

model j A! 瓦~TAT WSJ 
LN 4-gram 
3-DUAME 

LN 3gram 
2-DUAME 

LN 2gram 

*LN :linear discounting backoff 

45.67 235.96 
46.12 240.67 

44.95 223.22 

43.47 220.14 

59.50 270.53 

units were grouped and classes were split incrementally by minimizing the total entropy [7]. 

Currently, an improved version named multi-class composite N-gram [16] is being used. This 
modeling approach is able to assign each unit with bidirectional classes by splitting unit 

neighboring characteristics into preceding and succeeding connections, thereby more efficient 
and reliable clustering information can be obtained. 

Based on ATR travel arrangement task (ATR-TAT) English corpus, we first trained a 
composite class bigram model. Based on the extended definition of language unit and class 

(Table 4) from composite bigram modeling. a 2-DUAME model was trained iteratively. 

Table 4: Re-definition of unit and class by composite N-gram modeling 

initial def. extended def. 

subwords/words 11594 11588 

compound words 18 303 
pron. variants 18050 23511 

classes 76 1069 

In recognition, we applied composite class bigram model in the first pass integrated decod-

ing for generating a candidate word lattice. In the second pass search, this lattice was rescored 

by 2-DUAME evaluation for getting optimal N-best result. Meanwhile, we also compared 

composite class bigram with word-based bigram and POS-based bigram, and 2-DUAME with 

composite class trigram in both perplexity and recognition accuracy (see Table 5). 

Table 5 shows that composite class bigram resulted in 6.17% reduction of word error 

rate (WER) in recognition than word bigram. Because of only 76 part-of-speech classes 
information, the performance of POS-based bigram is the worst one. And, 2-DUAME model 

has yielded WER reduction of 10.09% over composite class bigram. We can thereby say 
that 2-DUAME model has significant performance improvement than corresponding bigram 
model. 

Actually, rescoring in the second pass search was constrained in a made lattice, the 

function of 2-DUAME has been definitely restricted on the current procedure of recognition. 
So, we wish to integrate 2-DUAME model into the first pass decoding in future works. 
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Table 5: Recognition Accuracy Improvement with DUAME language modeling 

Training set: ATR-TAT corpus with 985,245 tokens 
Test set: 253 utterances including 24 76 tokens 

Model pp WER(%) Parameters 

POS 2-gram 113.10 48.65 1.7 X 104 

word 2-gram 32.27 32.74 1.3 X 108 

composite 2-gram 26.70 30.72 1.1 X 106 

2-DUAME 22.42 27.62 3.3 X 106 

composite 3-gram 21.10 1.2 X 109 

4 Discussions 

In this report, we have presented an independent distance related unit association m訟 imum
entropy language modeling approach for improving current N-gram modeling. This approach 
have many prospective advantages such as functional comparable to higher order N-gram, 

more accurate prediction for partially unobserved event, much less memory requirement, 
more available in terms of memory to exploit longer distance language correlations and more 

feasible to integrate with other types of language features or language modeling approaches 
under m訟 imumentropy framework. Some experimental results have shown that DUAME 
modeling is very helpful for improving the current N-gram language modeling in speech 
recognition. 

Furthermore, based on the principle of hierarchical language modeling, We will investigate 
better way to integrate DUAME model into first pass decoding. we will also continue to 
study the combined modeling to exploit linguistic correlations for complementing underlying 

DU AME model. 
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